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the gis/web access restriction is typically imposed in order to restrict public access to certain portions of the city's gis data warehouse. in making its decision, the gis/web access restriction takes into account the city's policy on the availability of the
data, the city's need for the data, and the city's need for effective and efficient gis data warehouse. the policy, "the city of houston's data policy", is available on the data's policy page. the city also maintains a data portal that allows users to upload their
own data that the city will allow to be displayed. it is especially important that contact information, ownership information, and other sensitive personal information is not stored. the city also requests that gis users refrain from using the city's gis data to

perform geospatial computations. the u.s. copyright laws contain provisions protecting the data and allowing reasonable use by the general public; however, the gis/web access restriction imposes certain additional conditions, listed above. in general,
texas' redistricting committee has a limited role in the texas legislature. in addition, for information on texas redistricting, you may wish to contact the city's chamber of commerce. in order for a bill to be submitted for redistricting, it must be presented

to the committee for interim redistricting legislation (cirl), the committee on intergovernmental relations (cirg), and the texas redistricting panel. the texas redistricting committee is usually chaired by the speaker of the house. the texas legislature
meets in austin in odd-numbered years.
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the gis/web access restriction is typically imposed in order to restrict public access to certain
portions of the city's gis data warehouse. in making its decision, the gis/web access restriction takes

into account the city's policy on the availability of the data, the city's need for the data, and the
city's need for effective and efficient gis data warehouse. the policy, "the city of houston's data

policy", is available on the data's policy page. the city also maintains a data portal that allows users
to upload their own data that the city will allow to be displayed. it is especially important that

contact information, ownership information, and other sensitive personal information is not stored.
the city also requests that gis users refrain from using the city's gis data to perform geospatial

computations. the u.s. copyright laws contain provisions protecting the data and allowing reasonable
use by the general public; however, the gis/web access restriction imposes certain additional

conditions, listed above. in general, texas' redistricting committee has a limited role in the texas
legislature. in addition, for information on texas redistricting, you may wish to contact the city's

chamber of commerce. in order for a bill to be submitted for redistricting, it must be presented to the
committee for interim redistricting legislation (cirl), the committee on intergovernmental relations
(cirg), and the texas redistricting panel. the texas redistricting committee is usually chaired by the

speaker of the house. the texas legislature meets in austin in odd-numbered years. 5ec8ef588b
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